We present measurements of time-dependent CP-violating asymmetries in neutral B decays to several CP eigenstates. The measurement uses a data sample of 23 3 10 6 Y͑4S͒ ! BB decays collected by the BABAR detector at the PEP-II asymmetric B Factory at SLAC. In this sample, we find events in which one neutral B meson is fully reconstructed in a CP eigenstate containing charmonium and the flavor of the other neutral B meson is determined from its decay products. The amplitude of the CP-violating asymmetry, which in the standard model is proportional to sin2b, is derived from the decay time distributions in such events. The result is sin2b 0.34 6 0.20 ͑stat͒ 6 0.05 ͑syst͒. DOI: 10.1103 /PhysRevLett.86.2515 CP-violating asymmetries in the time distributions of decays of B 0 andB 0 mesons provide a direct test of the standard model of electroweak interactions [1] . For the neutral B decay modes reported here, corrections to CPviolating effects from strong interactions are absent, in contrast to the K 0 L modes in which CP violation was discovered [2] .
Using a data sample of 23 3 10 6 BB pairs recorded at the Y͑4S͒ resonance by the BABAR detector at the PEP-II asymmetric-energy e 1 e 2 collider at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, we have fully reconstructed a sample B CP of neutral B mesons decaying to the CP eigenstates J͞cK When the Y͑4S͒ decays, the P-wave BB state evolves coherently until one of the mesons decays. In one of four time-order and flavor configurations, if the tagging meson B tag decays first, and as a B 0 , the other meson must be aB 0 at that same time t tag . It then evolves independently and can decay into a CP eigenstate B CP at a later time t CP . The time between the two decays Dt t CP 2 t tag is a signed quantity made measurable by producing the Y͑4S͒ with a boost bg 0.56 along the collision (z) axis, with nominal energies of 9.0 and 3.1 GeV for the electron and positron beams. The measured distance Dz ഠ bgcDt between the two decay vertices provides a good estimate of the corresponding time interval Dt; the average value of jDzj is bgct B 0 ഠ 250 mm.
The decay-time distribution for events with a B 0 or aB 0 tag can be expressed in terms of a complex parameter l that depends on both B 0B0 mixing and on the amplitudes describingB 0 and B 0 decay to a common final state f [3] . The distribution f 1 ͑ f 2 ͒ of the decay rate when the tagging meson is a B 0 ͑B 0 ͒ is given by
where t B 0 is the B 0 lifetime and Dm B 0 is the mass difference determined from B 0B0 mixing [4] , and where the lifetime difference between neutral B mass eigenstates is assumed to be negligible. The first oscillatory term in Eq. (1) [5] . Thus, the time-dependent CP-violating asymmetry is [7] . Charged particles are detected and their momenta measured by a combination of a silicon vertex tracker (SVT) consisting of five double-sided layers and a central drift chamber (DCH), in a 1.5-T solenoidal field. The average vertex resolution in the z direction is 70 mm for a fully reconstructed B meson. We identify leptons and hadrons with measurements from all detector systems, including the energy loss (dE͞dx) in the DCH and SVT. Electrons and photons are identified by a CsI electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC). Muons are identified in the instrumented flux return (IFR). A Cherenkov ring imaging detector (DIRC) covering the central region, together with the dE͞dx information, provides K-p separation of at least 3 standard deviations for B decay products with momentum greater than 250 MeV͞c in the laboratory.
We select events with a minimum of three reconstructed charged tracks, each having a laboratory polar angle between 0.41 and 2.54 rad and an impact parameter in the plane transverse to the beam less than 1.5 cm from the beam line. The event must have a total measured energy in the laboratory greater than 4.5 GeV within the fiducial regions for charged tracks and neutral clusters. To help reject continuum background, the second Fox-Wolfram moment [8] must be less than 0.5.
An electron candidate must have a ratio of calorimeter energy to track momentum, an EMC cluster shape, a DCH dE͞dx, and a DIRC Cherenkov angle (if available) consistent with an electron.
A muon candidate must satisfy requirements on the measured and expected number of interaction lengths penetrated, the position match between the extrapolated DCH track and IFR hits, and the average and spread of the number of IFR hits per layer.
A track is identified as a kaon candidate by means of a neural network that uses dE͞dx measurements in the DCH and SVT, and comparison of the observed pattern of detected photons in the DIRC with that expected for kaon and pion hypotheses.
Candidates for J͞c ! ᐉ 1 ᐉ 2 must have at least one decay product identified as a lepton (electron or muon) candidate or, if outside the calorimeter acceptance, must have DCH dE͞dx information consistent with the electron hypothesis. Tracks in which the electron has radiated are combined with bremsstrahlung photons, reconstructed as clusters with more than 30 MeV lying within 35 mrad in polar angle and 50 mrad in azimuth of the projected photon position on the EMC. The second track of a m 1 m 2 pair, if within the acceptance of the calorimeter, must be consistent with being a minimum ionizing particle. Two identified electron or muon candidates are required for J͞c or c͑2S͒ ! ᐉ 1 ᐉ 2 reconstruction in the higher-background c͑2S͒K taken either from a Monte Carlo simulation (for B decays to J͞c) or from the m ᐉ 1 ᐉ 2 sidebands in data.
For flavor tagging, we exploit information from the incompletely reconstructed other B decay in the event. The charge of energetic electrons and muons from semileptonic B decays, kaons, soft pions from D ‫ء‬ decays, and high momentum charged particles is correlated with the flavor of the decaying b quark: e.g., a positive lepton yields a B 0 tag. Each event is assigned to one of four hierarchical, mutually exclusive tagging categories or is excluded from further analysis. The mistag fractions and efficiencies of all categories are determined from data.
A lepton tag requires an electron or muon candidate with a center-of-mass momentum p cm . 1.0 or 1.1 GeV͞c, respectively. This efficiently selects primary leptons and reduces contamination due to oppositely charged leptons from semileptonic charm decays. Events meeting these criteria are assigned to the lepton category unless the lepton charge and the net charge of all kaon candidates indicate opposite tags. Events without a lepton tag but with a nonzero net kaon charge are assigned to the kaon category.
All remaining events are passed to a neural network algorithm whose main inputs are the momentum and charge of the track with the highest center-of-mass momentum, and the outputs of secondary networks, trained with Monte Carlo samples to identify primary leptons, kaons, and soft pions. Based on the output of the neural network algorithm, events are tagged as B 0 orB 0 and assigned to the NT1 (more certain tags) or NT2 (less certain tags) category, or not tagged at all. The tagging power of the NT1 and NT2 categories arises primarily from soft pions and from recovering unidentified isolated primary electrons and muons. Table I shows the number of tagged events and the signal purity, determined from fits to the m ES (K
The measured efficiencies for the four tagging categories are summarized in Table II. The uncertainty in the Dt measurement is dominated by the measurement of the position z tag of the tagging vertex. The tagging vertex is determined by fitting the tracks not belonging to the B CP (or B flav ) candidate to a common vertex. Reconstructed K 0 S and L candidates are used as input to the fit in place of their daughters. Tracks from g conversions are excluded from the fit. To reduce contributions from charm decay, which bias the vertex estimation, the track with the largest vertex x 2 contribution greater than 6 is removed and the fit is redone until no track fails the x 2 requirement or fewer than two tracks remain. The average resolution for Dz z CP 2 z tag is 190 mm. The time interval Dt between the two B decays is then determined from the Dz measurement, including an event-by-event correction for the direction of the B with respect to the z direction in the Y͑4S͒ frame. An accepted candidate must have a converged fit for the B CP and B tag vertices, an error of less than 400 mm on Dz, and a measured jDzj , 3 mm; 86% of the B CP events satisfy this requirement.
The sin2b measurement is made with an unbinned maximum likelihood fit to the Dt distribution of the combined B CP and B flav tagged samples. The Dt distribution of the former is given by Eq. (1), with jlj 1. The latter evolves according to the known rate for flavor oscillations in neutral B mesons. The amplitudes for B CP asymmetries and for B flav flavor oscillations are reduced by the same 
0 sample (B flav 1 B CP ). The figure of merit for tagging is the effective tagging efficiency Q i ´i͑1 2 2w i ͒ 2 , where´i is the fraction of events with a reconstructed tag vertex that is assigned to the ith category. Uncertainties are statistical only. The statistical error on sin2b is proportional to 1͞ p Q, where
Lepton 10.9 6 0.4 11.6 6 2.0 3.1 6 3.1 6.4 6 0.7 Kaon 36.5 6 0.7 17.1 6 1.3 21.9 6 1.9 15.8 6 1.3 NT1 7.7 6 0.4 21.2 6 2.9 7.8 6 4.2 2.6 6 0.5 NT2 13.7 6 0.5 31.7 6 2.6 24.7 6 3.5 1.8 6 0.5
All 68.9 6 1.0 26.7 6 1.6
factor ͑1 2 2w͒ due to mistags. The distributions are both convoluted with a common Dt resolution function and corrected for backgrounds, incorporated with different assumptions about their Dt evolution and convoluted with a separate resolution function. Events are assigned signal and background probabilities based on fits to m ES (all modes except J͞cK
The Dt resolution function for signal candidates is represented by a sum of three Gaussian distributions with different means and widths. For the core and tail Gaussians, the widths are scaled by the event-by-event measurement error derived from the vertex fits; the combined rms error is 1.1 ps. A separate offset for the core distribution is allowed for each tagging category to account for small shifts caused by inclusion of residual charm decay products in the tag vertex; a common offset is used for the tail component. The third Gaussian (of fixed 8 ps width) accounts for the fewer than 1% of events with incorrectly reconstructed vertices. Identical resolution function parameters are used for all modes, since the B tag vertex precision dominates the Dt resolution.
A total of 35 parameters are varied in the final fit, including the values of sin2b (1), the average mistag fraction w and the difference Dw between B 0 andB 0 mistags for each tagging category (8) , parameters for the signal Dt resolution (9) , and parameters for background time dependence (6), Dt resolution (3) and mistag fractions (8) . The determination of the mistag fractions and signal Dt resolution function is dominated by the high-statistics B flav sample, while background parameters are governed by events with m ES , 5.27
). We fix t B 0 1.548 ps and Dm B 0 0.472h ps 21 [4] . The largest correlation between sin2b and any linear combination of the other free parameters is 0.076.
The measurement of sin2b was performed as a blind analysis by hiding the value of sin2b obtained from the fit, as well as the CP asymmetry in the Dt distribution, until the analysis was complete. This allowed us to study statistical and systematic errors without knowing the numerical value of sin2b.
The measured mistag rates obtained from the likelihood fit for the four tagging categories are summarized in Table II . As a check, the mistag rates were evaluated with a sample of about 16 000 D ‫2ء‬ ᐉ 1 n ᐉ events and found to be consistent with the results from the hadronic decay sample.
The combined fit to the CP decay modes and the flavor decay modes yields sin2b 0.34 6 0.20 ͑stat͒ 6 0.05 ͑syst͒ .
The decay asymmetry A CP as a function of Dt and the log likelihood as a function of sin2b are shown in Fig. 2 . If jlj is allowed to float in the fit, the value obtained is consistent with 1 and there is no significant difference in the value of 2h f Iml͞jlj (identified with sin2b in the standard model) and our quoted result. Repeating the fit with all parameters fixed to their determined values except sin2b, we find that a total contribution of 60.02 to the error on sin2b is due to the combined statistical uncertainties in mistag rates, Dt resolution, and background parameters.
The dominant sources of systematic error are the assumed parametrization of the Dt resolution function (0.04), due in part to residual uncertainties in the SVT alignment, and uncertainties in the level, composition, and CP asymmetry of the background in the selected CP events (0.02). The systematic errors from uncertainties in Dm B 0 and t B 0 and from the parametrization of the background in the selected B flav sample are found to be negligible. An increase of 0.02h ps 21 in the assumed value for Dm B 0 decreases sin2b by 0.012.
The large sample of reconstructed events allows a number of consistency checks, including separation of the data by decay mode, tagging category, and B tag flavor. The results of fits to these subsamples are shown in Table I for the high-purity K 0 S events. Table I also shows results of fits with the samples of non-CP decay modes, where no statistically significant CP asymmetry is found.
Our measurement of sin2b is consistent with, but improves substantially on the precision of, previous determinations [9] . The central value is consistent with the range implied by measurements and theoretical estimates of the magnitudes of CKM matrix elements [10] ; it is also consistent with no CP asymmetry at the 1.7s level.
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